
Onboarding software ensures  

day-one readiness for new employees, 

accelerates productivity, and helps 

you keep your hires longer.

ONBOARD



BENEFITS

STIMULATE PRODUCTIVITY  
by empowering new hires to  

BE PRODUCTIVE BEFORE DAY ONE

CREATED FOR YOU  
and your employees

NEOGOV’s onboarding software, Onboard, enables new hires 

to become more productive before their first day on the job by 

streamlining new hire paperwork, processes, and training on an 

easy-to-use platform. Assign checklists to your new hires prior to 

their start date and create forms specific to employees, groups, 

or departments. Set up required fields to ensure forms are 

properly completed by new hires. 

Assign employees their own accounts with unique credentials 

with built-in authentication and security. New hires can  

complete I9 and W4 forms online in minutes, and HR can  

 easily initiate and complete E-Verify checks. Employees can 

even electronically sign forms. 

Attracting a great candidate is only the first step. Engaging 

them after they’ve been hired is key to making them successful. 

Effectively onboarding new hires helps them to be productive 

and engage immediately.

 ✓ Creates a transparent process for agencies and applicants

 ✓ Automates onboarding tasks

 ✓ Increases productivity and engagement



HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES

It’s nice to be able to 

give the new employee

information before they 

start. They get excited 

to get started & learn

more about us.

MARLENE ERGEN

College of Saint Benedict / 

Saint John’s University

“ “
Make a great first impression, convey your organization’s 

culture, and get your new hires fired up. The public sector has 

unique hiring needs and Onboard was specifically created to fill 

those requirements. Onboard’s robust form builder, templates 

and global form bank, and employee portal are just a few of the 

ways Onboard supports HR and new hires. 

MORE THAN JUST 
ONBOARDING
Onboard goes beyond onboarding, with the capability to handle 

pre-boarding and offboarding.

• Seasonal hiring capability

TEMPLATES & GLOBAL  
FORM BANK
Onboard’s form builder allows you to drastically reduce paper 

forms for new hires. HR can create forms from scratch, use 

existing form templates, or select from a library of forms being 

utilized by other public sector agencies. HR can customize any 

template to make it fit their specific process.

• Library of form templates from other public sector agencies

• Customizable, editable templates

• Adaptable, not one-size-fits-all

EMPLOYEE PORTAL
Onboard’s portal helps to communicate organizational culture, 

provide job clarity, and stay compliant. Clearly spell out 

onboarding deadlines while giving new hires the freedom to 

complete required forms at their convenience, leaving more 

time for HR to engage with their new hires. Configure your new 

hire portal with checklists and interactive widgets to facilitate 

structure and collaboration while providing new hires with vital 

documents, trainings, and videos. 

• Communicate relevant training information to new hires

• Share your organization’s mission and values



ONBOARDING AND 
EMPLOYEE RETENTION 
Onboarding is a critical part of employee 

retention. According to NEOGOV’s 2019 Job 

Seeker Report, public sector organizations that 

effectively onboard new hires can lower the rate 

of employee turnover by 29%.

Additionally, solidified onboarding programs 

increase time to productivity by 64%,  

according to The Aberdeen Group.

TIME TO 
PRODUCTIVITY

EMPLOYEE
TURNOVER

+64%

-29%

EFFECITVE ONBOARDING IN PUBLIC SECTOR



IMPLEMENTATION

DISCOVERY

PHASES 1& 2 INITIATION

PHASES 3 & 4 PRODUCTION

3 Weeks

5-6 Weeks

2-3 Weeks

KICK OFF  
Discovery sets the stage for the implementation by scoping the work needed, creating the timeline, 
and establishing expectations. Project resources are also assigned, including staff assignments and  
project management materials.

ADMIN TRAINING 
Customers start learning the Onboard system through a combination of self-paced training modules 

and demonstrations from the Implementation Consultant.

CONFIGURATION 

The main elements of the platform are configured jointly by the customer and Implementation 

Consultant, including form builder, checklists and new hire portals. 

DATA CONNECTIONS 

The New Hire Feed is set up to bring over future employees from the Insight system. Additionally, 

E-Verify can be established and the position & employee imports can be completed if desired.

TESTING & REVIEW 

System validation (testing) and full production review are done before the customer signs off on the 

Onboard system for going live.

TRAIN  

Ensure successful adoption through end user training for HR Users and Managers. Leverage the online 

resources available from NEOGOV to conduct training sessions. 

Add-On Service: Remote training for end users available for purchase.

Time to implement subject to change for agencies with more than 2,500 employees.

POST-IMPLEMENTATION Ongoing

Transitional support is set up for the live system. Implementation Consultants conduct 30-day and 60-

day check-ins to provide additional assistance. 




